Council Censures Garden 'Nine;' Reaffirms Former Anti-Bias View

Zarichny, Speaking Here Thursday, Tells of Hysteria Behind Expulsion

By Nat Halebay

Townsend Harris Auditorium, on the same platform with Prof. Horatio J. Phillips, who was dismissed from the University of Washington for teaching "subversive" courses in the Communist Party, "There was a machine to indicate that anything like this would happen," he said.

The 21-year-old war veteran, who learned last December from Flatbush newspapers that Michigan State College had expelled him for teaching "subversive" courses in the Communist Party, met at one of the 12 most influential Communist Party leaders in America to denounce the reaction of the state's conservative press against his dismissal.

"My life has seemed turned upside down by the long series of speaking engagements that I received through the printer, radio, college, and newspapers," he said.

"Many people are being arrested," he added, "but what about the college and the newspapers?"

"The college and newspapers have been attacking me all along, but only now have I noticed their true reaction," he said.

"I was surprised to learn that the college would not appeal my dismissal, but I was not surprised to learn that the newspapers would write about it," he said.

"I am surprised that the newspapers have not written about my dismissal more extensively," he said.

"I am surprised that the newspapers have not written about the true reaction of the college and the printers," he said.

"I am surprised that the newspapers have not written about the true reaction of the college and the printers," he said.

"I am surprised that the newspapers have not written about the true reaction of the college and the printers," he said.

"I am surprised that the newspapers have not written about the true reaction of the college and the printers," he said.

"I am surprised that the newspapers have not written about the true reaction of the college and the printers," he said.
**Letters**

*By Murray Eichorn*

"The personal point of view of the guiding philosophy of the Placement Office. Each individual student is treated as an individual. It's the personal touch that has given us a unique personality in the field of placement."—Murray Eichorn

In a study prepared by Mr. John F. R., titled "Undergraduate Placement Report and Questionnaire on Enrollment Service," the following data was revealed. During a period that spanned between March, 1946 and December, 1947, 55% of the students were found to be earning at least $750 a month.

**Placement Office Relies on Personal Viewpoint**

Because of the large number of letters which Observation Post readers found to be out of order in recent days. We have made every effort to retain the sense of the letters, but, at the same time, reduce duplication where it exists. It is hoped that we have not, in the process, rendered any letters inane.

---
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**Letters**

**The FIRINGS OF PROFESSORS at Washington University, St. Louis, are next on the list.**

[Details about the firings at Washington University are provided, along with a discussion of the incident at Madison Square Garden.]
City in review

MONOPOLY . . . . The Economists Society will present a forum on "The Growth of Monopolies in the Springtime." March 24 at 12:30 in room 105 Main. Bobby Johnson, Jonathan Cryzep and Joe Taffet of the Economists Department will be guest speakers.

POST OFFICE . . . The City College Stamp Club will hold a numismatic trading session, Thursday, March 24, in 203 THH from 12-2.

SCHOLARS . . . . The Journal of Social Studies will now accept anonymous submissions. The next issue will include the proceedings of the Joint Council of Social Sciences, wants papers up to 4000 words on health in the fields of government, history, economics, sociology, education and philosophy. Send all articles before April 11 to Box 75 in the Faculty Mail Room.

PLANTS' DRAGON . . . Dr. Richard L. Plant (German Dept.), author of "Dragon in the Forest," will speak before the Deutschers Y on March 24 at 12:15 in room 304. On March 13, featured a review of the book and an interview with its author.

ACADEMIC FREEDOM . . . The History Society will present President Harry N. Wright speaking on the "meaning of Academic Freedom" Thursday at 12:15 in room 200 Main. Because of illness, Dr. Wright was not able to speak as scheduled last week.

DEMOCRATS, GOVERNMENT AND LAW . . . The Government and Law Society and the FDR Young Democratic Club will hold an joint meeting on March 24 at 12:30 in room 208A. A speaker from the Civil Service Commission will be the featured guest.

CHAIN REACTIONS . . . Professor Koldovsky of the Chem Engineering Department is scheduled to speak before the Physics Society on "Modern Nuclear Physics" Thursday, March 24, at 8:15 in room 101. In order to cut classes legally on March 26, see Fred Grundman, President of the Society and join the group on the Bull Telephonekorporation in Summit, New Jersey.

MOREFIELD . . . . Dr. Helen Davidson will speak before the Deutschers Y on March 24 at 12:15 in Webster Hall at the Rosenbach testing method.

GIRLS, PLEASE COME TOO? . . . Many people don't know that dances are held daily in Army Hall Lounge. They are scheduled for young Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday from 3-6 p.m. and on Thursday and Friday from 1-4 p.m. It's free, so come on, come all.

ODDLES OF WOMEN . . . An appeal for male folk dancers has emanated from City College. Harry Mobbert, who teaches the co-ed folk dancing course in 502 dance, says, "although some of the most beautiful girls in the world go in for folk dancing, they always outnumber the men at my classes." Beginning March 24 and in every Thursday from 9 p.m. at the New York Trade School, 225 West 23rd Street, and Friday from 6 to 8 p.m. and 8 to 10 p.m. at P.S. 13, 121 East 54th Street. Men who do not mind being outnumbered are cordially invited to attend.-Fred Streit

It is requested that all CITY IN REVIEW reporters be submitted to this office (144 W. 1st St.) by 1 P.M. each Thursday for publication the following week if space will permit. To facilitate the preparation of this column, please give the exact information needed and spell out complete names and titles.
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were steamed from the same type of pressure that has resulted in fires from Oregon country, the President said.-Robert K. Washington and added.

"Only by fighting back in each case can you really win," said, expressing confidence that his appeal will have a successful conclusion.

Says SD&A Fails Proof Of Charges in Lealet

To the Editors:

SD&A put out a leaflet today accusing the "normal" of "the "leaflet charged "with distortion in its coverage of the student situation, but failed to prove its point.

The highlight of the leaflet was

New Production Of "Girl Crazy"

Drumiss is now in the last stages of preparation for George Gershwin's "Girl Crazy" for presentation on March 25, 26 and 27. The highly popular musical, with sets by Koldovsky, director of George Gershwin's "An American in Paris" and Director of Army School of Music, will undertake to organize gowns for those people who will requisition this with the American way by bringing them into contact with our students, their parents and their homes.

Students have been invited from both Eastern and Western Europe. In this area, students are needed in the making of the play, which will arrive in New York, September 4. Any student interested in taking a winter into his home for a week may contact the NSA delegation on this Campus.

In this Campus, the intercampus program has progressed, until now the NSA has sent four delegations total over thirty members. Only those students, and those who are members of NSA may be candidates in NSA elections this semester.

Swap Column

WANTED: Any Inter laxi-wax for the "Liberal element" that they get. Good condition. Any reasonable offer. -WG

LEITZ MICROSCOPE 2000s, all immersion, Accessories, case. Good cond. Any reasonable offer. -W

FOOT SAILING BRIGHT sail area 25 sq. 3-3/4 foot halyard. Tel. 252 or 1-W

WOLLENSAK MICROSCOPE, 100-450x, assorted stands, pre- paired slides, boxes traded for guitar, phonograph or what have you? -WD

HULL WANTED, light outboard boat. Any condition. Good condition preferred. -W

ANY INTERELEcTOWN owner desires other owner's embarrassment to Canada this summer. -WP

ANY INTERESAED in ukuleles. -WJ

WANTED: FOR RENT—FURNISHED ROOM. No boarders. On this Campus. -WJ

LEITZ TRENCHER "OF "Maccafer, F.V.

LEITZ TRENCHER "OF "Maccafer, F.V.

BREAK, aox ssr. -SF

For RENT—FURNISHED ROOM, with private washrooms. Tel. 606 W. 13th St. (E'way) Apt. 43. Call AD 4-9635 after 6, or AB

LOST—GAMBARDINE TRENCHER girl's size 36, Pink, in Room 105. Call 730 Friday or 630 Saturday. 1 P.M. and 1 A.M.-OP A-1.

The Real CITY COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

In Army Hall

7 Barbers

Haircuts—50c

No Waiting

PADLOCKS HUB SUPPLY CO.

Hardware and Apt. House Supplies

1634 Amsterdam Avenue

March 24. 12th & 5th

K. & P.

Kosher Delicatessen and Restaurant

Meet Your Friends

Kosher Delicatessen

1414 Bowery & 14th

LUCIANO

PREPARED MEAT

FRIES

NEW YORK KITCHEN

NEW YORK KITCHEN

ARMY HALL TAILOR LAUNDRET

LAUNDRY - REPAIR

WATCH FOR OUR SALE

SLACKS AND SPORTS JACKETS

NEW LOW PRICE

ARMY HALL CANTEEN

SODA FOUNTAIN

DRUG SUNDRIES

TOBACCO

MECHANICAL REPAIRING

FOOTBALL PEN LIGHT REPAIR

"Kotter" Delicatessen & Restaurant

"Kotter" Delicatessen & Restaurant

ARMS HALL CANTENE

"Soda Fountain" DRUG SUNDRIES TOBACCO MECHANICAL REPAIRING FOOTBALL PEN LIGHT REPAIR

"Kotter" Delicatessen & Restaurant

"Kotter" Delicatessen & Restaurant

"Kotter" Delicatessen & Restaurant
Fencers Share Foil Title
In Intercollegiate Tournay

Thursday, March 22, 1949

Season's Roundup Shows
Injuries Plagued Matmen

With the return of an experienced squad from the 1947-1948 season, the varsity wrestling team looked forward to a successful year. Before the first match, Coach Sapor said that the team was potentially the finest he had ever coached. As a result of injuries, however, the team's possibilities were never fully realized.

At the very start of the season, captain Carrot Ashcom fractured a rib, which was a prime factor in the team's initial loss to Westchester State, one of the finest teams in the East. After this defeat, the grapplers rebounded to crush Adelphi, Brooklyn Poly, and Lafayette.

The line-up of Irving and Kramer was greatly hampered by the absence of Al Axelrod who won the individual foil championship last year and was key man in the three weapons victory.

Totals

For the three competing weapon events for the Lavender: East, Goldstein, 52; Traupin, 50; and Kramer, 31-17 pts. Saber: Bevan, 52; Silver and Nazareno, 52-21 pts. foil: Price, 50; Halicki, 30; and Kramer, 26-28 pts.

Team: 57 pts.

R. W. and J. F.

THREE WEAPON STANDING

(Final Six)

N.Y. U. 21
NYU 22
O.W. 21
C.W. 24
Princeton 21

PATRONIZE THEM

SPORTS

Miller Praises Lacrosse Team

Although seriously handicapped by lack of a decent practice field and by the recent inclement weather, the lacrosse team should do fairly well this season, Coach Leon "Chief" Miller stated Friday.

The optimism expressed by "Chief" is based upon the fine performances of Irving and Joe Schwurts, and the strengths of several key men including:

Mike Felder, veteran half-back;

Joe Gallaher, half-back;

and

Harry Miller, a key man in the backfield and offense.

Opening its season against RPI on April 9, the Lavender will face in successive contests, Syracuse, Stevens, Yale and Army, some of the strongest teams in the East. This scheduling of five tough games in a row may prove a deterrent to the Lavenders. The Lavender lacrosse team this year, however, other schools on the schedule include Springfield, Rutgers, Adelphi and Drexel.

RPL, which has not lost a match in fifteen years, is the team's next opponent on the Beaver schedule.
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